ENHANCED PACKGES

1

2

1 - 20x24 Wishes Poster
2 - 8x10 Prints (up to 2 poses)
2 - 5x7 Prints (up to 2 poses)
8 Wallets

1 - 16x20 Wall Decor
2 - 8x10 (up to 2 poses)
8 Wallets

A LA CARTE PRINTS
WISHES POSTER
A LA CARTE
This 20x24" digital signature mat
stands at the entrance of your
reception hall for signatures and
wedding "wishes" from your family
and friends.

$550
$725

value

3

4
5

1 - 11x14
4 - 5x7 Prints (up to 4 poses)

1 - 8x10 Print
2 - 5x7 Prints (up to 2 poses)

Wall Decor are images designed for display prominently in your
home. Your choice of finish. Available on wood, canvas wrap,
canvas covered board or mounted for framing.
$899
$1274

value

$379
$450

value

$195
$250

8x10...........$175
8x14...........$205
10x20.........$265
11x14.........$250
14x30.........$525
16x20.........$395
20x24.........$495
24x30.........$695
30x40.........$995

6

value

$479
$530

value

finish. Before printing a digital artist
enhances image color and minimizes
facial lines, blemishes and whitens
teeth.

5x7 Basic................

$50

5x7 Enhanced.......

$75

8x10 Basic..............

$75

8x10 Enhanced.....

$100

11x14 Enhanced...

$175

WALLETS

A SERIES OF THREE
2 - 8x10 Prints (up to 2 poses)
4 - 5x7 Prints (up to 4 poses)
8 Wallets

Enhanced: Our most popular

Size

value

WALL DECOR
1 - 20x24 Wishes Poster
2 - 8x10 Prints (up to 2 poses)
4 - 5x7 Prints (up to 4 poses)
8 Wallets
Engagement Album

it, without adjustments or retouching.

$345

$449
$579

Basic: Just the way the camera saw

Choose three images from your session
(ideally in the same outfit & location)
to be artistically arranged with a
custom background and framed in
an 8x20" black wood frame.
$289

8..........
16.........
24.........
32.........
48.........
64.........
96.........
152.......
200.......

$30
$45
$60
$75
$100
$125
$175
$255
$305

ACCESSORIES
ENGAGEMENT ALBUM OR GUESTBOOK
Engagement Albums include all the favorite images from your session. Guest Books
include all the favorite images from your session with lots of space for guest
signatures. Both are artistically designed by our in-house graphic designer
$395
$595

(basic images)
(enhanced images)

SAVE THE DATE CARDS
(great for Thanks You's!)
4x6 or 4x8 sizes
$150 design fee
$2

per card
*envelopes are included

Try our animated slideshow! It's a custom designed slideshow, set to music, using all
of the basic (un-retouched) images from your session. DVD & MP4 versions are
included. DVD format for playing in your dvd player and an mp4 version for use on
your computer, mobile devices and uploading to Facebook or other social networking
sites. (not printable)
$89

ENHANCED HIGH RESOLUTION FILE

An enhanced (retouched) digital version (JPG format) of any image that can be printed
for your personal use.
$200 per image

ENHANCED SOCIAL MEDIA FILE

A low resolution, retouched digital file (JPG format) of any image for use in email,
Facebook, Instagram and other social networking sites. These images are not printable
and have our studio logo in the corner.
$39 per image

